
Past Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Another month and the change __________________ complete.1. (be)would have been

He said himself that he _______________________ if it had been; but that
was when it was all over, and his mother had whipped him, and everything,
and he was telling the boys about it.

2.

(not/care)

would not have cared

_________________________ as easy to say he would not see me?3.
(it/not/be/?)

Would it not have been

I _______________________ this for anything.4. (not/miss)wouldn't have missed

___________________________ in my place?5. (what/you/do/?)What would you have done

_______________________________________ the purpose of walking
quite as well?
6.

(a solid foot/not/answer/?)
Would not a solid foot have answered

And even if it had been he _____________________ the power.7.
(not/have)

would not have had

An artist _____________________ to admire the picture.8. (stop)would have stopped

_____________________________________ if we had not kept our
health?
9.

(where/father and I/be/?)
Where would father and I have been

She ________________________ it if she could.10. (not/deny)would not have denied

He ____________________ until she had gone.11. (wait)would have waited

Being a stranger I was probably unacquainted with the customs of the
country, otherwise he _______________________ the trouble of giving me
warning.

12.

(not/take)
would not have taken

She ____________________ him, but he stopped her.13. (pass)would have passed

If he had, she _______________________ so much.14. (not/mind)wouldn't have minded

In the meantime he _____________________ the farm.15. (reach)would have reached
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It was only an exceeding good poet that could have written the book of
Homer, and, therefore, few men only could have attempted it; and a man
capable of doing it _____________________________ his own fame by
giving it to another.

16.

(not/throw away)
would not have thrown away

And ________________________________________________ if he
had done so!
17.

(how/his father and his sister/feel/?)
how would his father and his sister have felt

_____________________ back if we could?18. (we/go/?)Would we have gone

I think it ___________________ my heart.19. (break)would have broke

______________________ fun!20. (I/not/have/?)Wouldn't I have had
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